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236’ (72M) VSY STELLA MARIS

Stella Maris, the new
72-metre wonder by VSY
This spectacular 72-metre yacht
represents a definitive step forward
for the Italian shipyard VSY and is also
conceived to be taken as a reference
point for the market.
The project – entrusted to the expertise
of the architect Espen Øino in cooperation
with Laurent Giles Naval Architects - is
blending traditional elements of design and
layout with new variations on a theme –
such as the staggered internal decks, the
heights of the saloons and the innovative
form of the bow.

STELLA MARIS
by VSY

The resulting layout ensures a volume, more
usually seen in yachts of greater dimensions,
of 2,114 GRT. The yacht is equipped with a
certified helideck, a deck for the exclusive use
of guests, a separate Owner’s deck, saloons
with a finished height of 270 cm and the
pleasure - which must surely be an exclusive
novelty - of enjoying green landscapes at sea
with real house-plants crossing the decks.
Concepts of the internal and external spaces
are interpreted in a very unconventional way.
For example, in the two main saloons and
the Owner’s cabin, there are spectacular walls
entirely of glass, thus allowing the eye to see
and enjoy beyond what would normally be a
rigid barrier.
A certified helideck and a sundeck,
conceived also for evening use with
suitable atmospheric lighting, are featured
by essential materials and colour tones
reminiscent of a Mediterranean beach
which is even more emphasized by the
large beach area located near the water.
The interior design by Michela Reverberi
is based on simple lines but refined,
embellished with natural stones, fabrics
and veneers that spell freshness, lightness
and luminosity where the external and
internal ambiences merge. This new
72-metre yacht is yet another example
of VSY’s ability to interpret the most
exclusive ideas of an Owner creating
leisure crafts where living at sea is an
unimaginable privilege and pleasure.
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